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Abstract

We consider whether it is possible to recover the three dimensional
strain field tomographically from neutron and X-ray diffraction data for
polycrystalline materials. We show that the distribution of strain trans-
verse to a ray cannot be deduced from one diffraction pattern accumulated
along that path, but that a certain moment of that data corresponds to
the transverse ray transform of the strain tensor and so may be recovered
by inverting that transform given sufficient data. We show that the whole
strain tensor can be reconstructed from diffraction data measured using
rotations about six directions that do not lie on a projective conic. In ad-
dition we give an inversion formula for complete data for the transverse ray
transform. We also show that Bragg edge transmission data, which has
been suggested for strain tomography with polychromatic data, cannot
provide the strain distribution within the material but only the average
along the ray path.

1 Introduction

This paper examines whether it is possible to recover the three dimensional
strain tensor field tomographically from neutron and X-ray diffraction data for
polycrystalline materials.

The tomography of symmetric rank two tensor fields defined on domains
in R3 is well studied, in particular comprehensive results are presented in [18].
So far these results have not been extensively used in practice. Of course any
attempt to recover the six independent spatially varying components of a tensor
field will inevitably demand the collection of a large quantity of data, and the
necessary computational resources are required for its inversion. As the com-
putational challenges fall to the advance of Moore’s law experimentalists are
revisiting the requirements for data collection. In the case of polarized light
tomography for the study of strain in transparent photoelastic objects systems
already exist [3], [21],[24] and indeed there are explicit analytical [10] as well
as numerical [20], reconstruction algorithms for the Truncated Transverse Ray
transform, which describes that system for sufficiently small strains.

Recent interest has been shown in accurate non-destructive high resolution
measurement of strain in polycrystalline materials. Traditionally strain fields
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are mapped in one, two or three dimensions by defining a gauge volume by slits
or collimators that is then translated step by step in one two or three dimensions
to recover a map of a strain component (Fig 1,a,b). One disadvantage of this
method is that it is time consuming while for synchrotron diffraction, at least,
the gauge is often much longer along the transmitted raypath than lateral to
it (Fig 1,a,b) thereby limiting the spatial resolution (see [23]). Korsunsky et al
point out [9, 8] that if strain tomography were possible then this would enable
the reconstruction of the strain field across slices or volumes in three dimensions
potentially alleviating both of these issues.

Here our aim is to take a fundamental look at the potential for strain to-
mography from a mathematical viewpoint, to examine what information can be
recovered and to identify how best to extract information about strain from the
information accumulated by a ray. In particular we will show that the average
of the transversal component of the strain tensor along a ray is related to a mo-
ment of superimposed, distorted Debye-Scherrer rings that can be measured in
the experiment. We propose a reconstruction of this component from moment
data available for all rays orthogonal to a chosen direction. For six suitably
chosen directions the strain tensor can be uniquely recovered and we give a sim-
ple criterion to test if the directions are suitable. We also give a reconstruction
algorithm assuming complete data. We see that the method of [8] is essentially
correct except they use a different average the Debye-Scherrer ring.

By contrast, we show that at least in its simplest interpretation, Bragg edge
neutron diffraction tomography for polychromatic beams [4, 17, 15, 16, 1, 22, 2]
can only measure the change in path length of the beam through the material
and is unaffected by the distribution of strain and so strain cannot be simply
tomographically reconstructed using Bragg edges.

2 Ray transforms of rank 2 tensor fields

Let C∞0 (R3;S2R3) be the space of smooth compactly supported functions on
R3 with values in the six dimensional vector space S2R3 of symmetric two-
tensors on R3. The simplest ray transform we can take is to apply the scalar
ray transform to each component X : C∞0 (R3;S2R3)→ C∞(R3 × R3

0;S2R3)

Xf(x, ξ) =

∞∫
−∞

f(x+ sξ) ds (1)

where R3
0 = R3\{0}. Without loss of generality, when describing the ray x+ tξ,

we can take ξ to be a unit vector and x ∈ ξ⊥. Following Sharafutdinov [18] we
also define the transverse ray transform J : C∞0 (R3;S2R3)→ C∞(R3 ×R3

0;S2)

Jf(x, ξ) =

∞∫
−∞

Pξf(x+ sξ) ds (2)
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Figure 1: Schematic showing the geometry for the point wise measurement of
strain by a) neutron diffraction at the characteristic 90◦ scattering configuration,
b) high energy synchrotron diffraction and strain radiography using c) Bragg
edge neutron diffraction and d) low scattering angle synchrotron diffraction. In
each case the gauge volume is shaded dark grey.
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where

Pξ(f) = ΠξfΠξ, with Πξ = I− 1

|ξ|2
ξξT , (3)

is the projection on to the plane ξ⊥, we identify rank two tensors with matrices
for the purposes of multiplication and I is the identity matrix.

We also define the longitudinal ray transform I : C∞0 (R3;S2R3)→ C∞(R3)

If(x, ξ) =

∞∫
−∞

ξT f(x+ sξ)ξ ds. (4)

While we have formulated these transforms on compactly supported tensor
fields it is equally possible to extend them to the Schwartz space of test functions,
and to distributions for example using the formal adjoint as is done for X in
[14]. It is also simple to show that, like X, J and I are bounded maps between
suitable Sobolev spaces, see for example [20].

3 Determination of a symmetric matrix from its
quadratic form

Our integral transforms of tensor fields will often enable us to recover a diagonal
component in some frame at each point. With this in mind we notice that a
symmetric matrix A ∈ S2R3 determines a quadratic form Q(x) = xTAx and
it is well known that the off-diagonal elements of A can be determined from Q
using the polarization identity

aij = (Q(ei + ej)−Q(ei)−Q(ej))/2 (5)

Here Q evaluated on the unit basis vectors e1, e2, e3 as well as the vectors e1 +
e2, e2 + e3 and e3 + e1, but more generally it is convenient to have geometric
criteria that six non-zero vector xi, i = 1, ..., 6 are sufficient for Q(xi) to uniquely
determine A. Of course one can simply say that the expressions

xTi Axi, i = 1, ..., 6 (6)

are independent as linear forms in the aij , or equivalently that the outer prod-
ucts xix

T
i span S2R3, but it is useful to have a geometric rather than algebraic

criterion. Notice that if the equations are not independent there must be some
non-zero symmetric matrix A in the null space of the linear operator defined
by (6), with xTi Axi = 0 for all i = 1, ..., 6. This is precisely the same as saying
that the six points on the projective plane P 2 lie on a projective conic defined
by (non-zero scalar multiples of) A. Indeed any five distinct points in P 2 lie
on a unique projective conic so what is needed is a criterion to tell if the sixth
point lies on the conic defined by the other five. We have exactly what we need
in the classical Pascal’s theorem and its converse, from projective geometry.
Recall that the projective plane can be considered as simply the unit sphere
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{x ∈ R3 | |x| = 1} under the identification x ∼ −x, hence points on P 2 are
simply directions in R3. Projective lines in P 2 are the pairs of antipodal points
lying on the intersection of a plane through the origin with the unit sphere. We
now have Pascal’s theorem and its converse[5].

Theorem 3.1. Six distinct points ABCDEF in the projective plane lie on a
conic if and only if points of intersection of the lines AB with DE, CD with AF,
and BC with FE are colinear.

One important special case is where the six directions xi lie on some antipo-
dal pair of small circles defined by |x · k| = a for some fixed unit vector k and
0 < a < 1. Such points do lie on a projective conic and so A is not determined
by the Q(xi). On the other hand given five distinct points on such a pair or
circles and a sixth that does not, A is determined by the Q(xi)

4 X-ray diffraction and strain

A crystal consists of a periodic spatial arrangement of atoms (which we take to
be located at points). For our purpose the important feature is that there is a
family of planes1 normal to a set of one of more unit vectors2 ki, separated by a
distances di. It is usual to call each family of parallel planes a crystallographic
plane, thought of a representative of the equivalence class. When a parallel
beam of monochromatic x-rays, with wavelength λ, in direction ξ are incident
on the crystal such that θ := − sin−1 ξ · ki satisfies Bragg’s law (see figure 3) ),

2di sin θ = nλ (7)

for some n ∈ N, part of the beam is diffracted and continues in the direction η
in the plane defined by ki and ξ and at an angle 2θ to ξ. The integer n is called
the order of diffraction and we will denote − sin−1(nλ/2di) by θi,d. In vectors

η = − (ki · ξ) ki + ki × (ξ × ki) . (8)

Note that ki is defined only up to sign but the choice of sign does not effect η.
In practice one might expect to observe diffraction from between one and

three planes, and n ≤ 3. Bragg diffraction is thought of as elastic scattering in
that the diffracted x-rays have the same wavelength (and hence energy) as the
incident x-rays. It s also described as coherent scattering as phase relationships
are maintained on the length scale of the distance between planes. We will
ignore any attenuation of the diffracted x-rays by the material.

A polycrystalline material is understood to be a bounded region D ⊂ R3

and a finite set of subsets Dα (crystals) each with a positive measure and a Lip-
schitz boundary such

⋃
αDα = D and their pair-wise intersection is measure

1In crystallography the planes are indexed by triples of integers called Miller indices but
we shall take them to have been enumerated by a single index.

2There are many clashes of notation between crystallography and tensor tomography. In
crystallography it is common for our k to be called g and our ξ to be called k
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Figure 2: The classical Pascal theorem is explained using a hexagon joining the
six points ABCDEF. The opposite sides of the hexagon are extended and meet
at co-linear points PMN
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Figure 3: Bragg diffraction from one crystallographic plane

zero. Each of the Dα is a crystal with the same set of planes and distances
between planes except that the normals to the planes are rotated by some ele-
ment of the rotation group Rα ∈ SO(3) relative to some reference configuration.
Metals form typical examples of such polycrystalline materials and in this case
the Dα are called grains and we are assuming the grains all have the same
crystal structure and there are no gaps between them. We note also that is an
idealisation. For example real crystals can have defects and impurities where
the periodic structure breaks down, they might have residual stress that distorts
the crystal structure, and except at absolute zero temperature the atoms in the
crystal vibrate about their equilibrium positions.

We now describe the effect of x-ray diffraction on our sample of polycrys-
talline material. We will assume that the x-rays incident on D form a narrow
beam (for example cylindrical) centred on some ray. This is possible for example
using a synchrotron source. We will assume that the width of the beam is suffi-
cient that its cross section includes a large number of crystals across the width
of the beam. On the other hand the crystals themselves consist of sufficiently
many planes for well defined Bragg diffraction from one or more planes. We are
of course considering the beam to consist of plane waves propagating in a given
direction and yet confined to a beam (collimated). This standard ray optics
approximation is justified as the wavelength of x-rays is similar to the spacing
of the atoms, and we have many crystals, let alone atoms, in the width of the
beam.

Let us now assume that we are observing the transmitted and diffracted
x-rays where they are incident on a screen normal to the incident direction ξ, at
a distance large compared to the size of D. Although clearly it is important for
constructive interference between x-rays on the scale of the distance between
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crystallographic planes, x-rays from our synchrotron will not be coherent over
the path length between the sample and detector. Consequently the detector
will measure the sum of the squared magnitude of all the x-ray waves incident at
that point, or more realistically over a small square pixel containing that point.

For a beam along a given ray x+ tξ the diffracted rays when observed at a
distance L on a plane normal to the ray lie on circle centred on the projection of
x on to this plane with a radius L sin 2θi,n, for the i the crystallographic plane
and the n the order diffraction. The intensity of the observed ray in a circle
{y ∈ ξ⊥ | |y| = L sin 2θi,n } is the measure of the intersection of the beam and
the crystals Dα such that Rαki results in a diffracted beam at y on the plane,
that is

y = L (sec 2θi,nη − ξ) (9)

where
ηα = − (Rαki · ξ)Rαki +Rαki × (ξ ×Rαki) . (10)

Of course as we have described the situation this will result in a delta function
measure for each of the finite number of crystals, but in practice for sufficiently
fine crystals with orientations uniformly distributed in SO(3) what is observed
are circles of uniform intensity around the ring, and we must regard this as a
limiting case of infinitely many crystals. Also in practice one does not observe
a delta measure on the circle but some distribution of intensities with the max-
imum on the circles. This is due to the various approximations we have made
including the distance L being finite.

We now consider the effect of elastic deformation on the material. Mathe-
matically this means that we have a diffeomorphism F : D → F (D) ⊂ R3 that
takes the unstrained to the strained material. Of course the intersections of
the crystallographyic planes are also preserved by this deformation. Under the
usual small strain assumption we write F (x) = x+ U(x) for some small vector
field U . We will assume that the crystals are sufficiently small that ∇U can be
taken to be constant over a crystal for the purposes of studying the diffraction.

We now consider the effect of the deformation on the separation d of the
planes normal to k in one crystal. Let d′k′ = DFdk, where DF = I + ∇U is
the derivative of F , be the deformed separation vector we have

d′2 = d2(1 + kT (∇UT +∇U)k +O(|∇U |2)) (11)

d′ = d
√

1 + kT 2εk +O(|∇U |2) (12)

= d(1 + kT εk) +O(|∇U |2) (13)

where ε = (∇UT +∇U)/2 is the infinitesimal strain tensor. Hence we have the
relative change in d

d′ − d
d

= kT εk +O(|∇U |2). (14)

By contrast k′ · k = 1 + kT∇UT k +O(|∇U |2) so to the leading order term the
direction is unchanged. We see that the circles in the diffraction pattern of the
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unstrained case, Debye-Scherrer rings, are distorted by the strain. Let y = |y|ŷ
with ŷ the unit vector in ξ⊥ in the plane of k and ξ then

|y| = L tan 2θ′, where θ′ = csc−1 d(1 + kT εk)

nλ
. (15)

Often for high energy, small λ, x-rays (called hard x-rays) and low orders n
the Bragg angles 2θ are small, perhaps two or three degrees. On the other hand
it is possible in a synchrotron beam to have the the detector screen many tens
of meters away. This means that while the Debye-Scherrer rings can still be
measured the normal to the plane ki, giving rise to the diffraction can be con-
sidered approximately parallel to the screen. This gives rise to a the deformed
Debye-Scherrer ring being simply an ellipse defined by the points y ∈ ξ⊥ such
that

|y| = Lnλ

(1 + kT εk)
+O(θ2) (16)

or with the small strain approximation.

|y| = Lnλ(1− kT εk) +O(θ2, |∇U |2) (17)

and using the small θ approximation in k we have approximatly

yT (I− Pξε)y = R2
i,n (18)

where Ri,n = nLλ/di is the radius of the unstrained Debye-Scherrer ring for the
crystallographic plane ki and order n. This describes the situation for uniform
strain. The diffraction pattern observed will be the superposition of (slightly
blurred) ellipses, and any given point on the detector plane will include x-rays
diffracted from points along the line with different strains that meet the Bragg
condition.

5 Extracting information from the diffraction
pattern

We will consider the case for small θ, in which the diffraction pattern contains
only information about the strain transverse to ξ, Pξε. We might consider this
a case of rich tomography in that for each ray we have not a scalar or a vector
value but a function of two variables. One approach would be simply to solve
the linear equations relating the strains in a grid of voxels to the intensities
measured on the screens. Even for only one rotation axis, for similar pixel
and voxel dimensions, we would have far more equations than variables and
solving such a system would be inefficient. Our aim therefore is reducing the
redundancy of the data while still retaining sufficient information for a unique
reconstruction.

Given that the wealth of data in a complete diffraction pattern it might be
supposed that we could at least reconstruct the distribution of strains along
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the x-ray beam. A typical diffraction pattern from a small area with uniform
stress consists of a series concentric ellipses for different orders. For a complete
beam path we have the sum of such ellipses weighted by the prevalence of each
transverse strain along the beam path. We might suspect that we could fit a
weighted sum of ellipses the this pattern and then interpret the weights of the
proportion of each transverse strain tensor present along the ray. We will show
however that this is not the case as different distributions of ellipses can produce
the same image.

An ellipse centred at the origin in the plane can in general be represented as a
symmetric 2×2 matrix A with the points on the ellipse satisfying yTAy−1 = 0.
In our case A(s) is the matrix

d2

nλ2L2
Pξ (I− ε(x+ sξ)) (19)

in a suitable basis on ξ⊥

The unit density on the ellipse is therefore the delta measure

δ{y′:y′TAy′−1=0}(y) =
1

|2Ay|
δ(yTAy − 1), (20)

We use the notation δS for the unit measure on a set S and just δ for the
standard Dirac delta measure at the origin in one dimensional space, that is
an abbreviation for δ{0}. Ignoring the spread of the of the Debye-Scherrer ring
our diffraction pattern is the sum of such densities as A runs over the A(s) be
represented (in this idealized case) by

f(y) =

∞∫
−∞

δ{y′:y′TA(s)y′−1=0}(y) ds (21)

where we have suppressed x and ξ as for the present discussion we regard
them as fixed. We seek then information about the distribution g(A) of A that
gave rise to this. In a very general sense (see for example [12][6]) a Funk-Radon
transform is the integral of a function on the plane over a two parameter family
of curves. In this respect the two dimensional Radon transform (the integral
over all lines) and its adjoint, also known as the backprojection operator, (the
integral over translated sine waves of the same frequency over half a period) are
both Funk-Radon transforms.

When straight lines occur in a photograph one way to detect them automat-
ically is to take a filtered Radon transform, known as the Hough transform in
computer vision, as lines densities in the image are mapped to delta functions
by the radon transform. The Hough transform has been generalized to the de-
tection of ellipses in a photograph[25] and one might expect that this would
work for x-ray diffraction of polycrystalline materials. However the family of
concentric ellipses is parameterized by three variables a11, a12 and a22, which
satisfy a11 > 0, a22 > 0 and a2

12 < a11a22 to ensure the matrix is positive def-
inite. Alternatively the semi-major axes and the rotation of the principal axis
can be used as three parameters.
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Consider polar coordinates y = (r cosψ, r sinψ)T which transforms yTAy −
1 = 0 to

a11 cos2 ψ + a122 sinψ cosψ + a11 sin2 ψ = 1/r2, (22)

which is the equation of a plane in (a11, a12, a22) space normal to the vector
K(ψ) = (cos2 ψ, 2 sinψ cosψ, sin2 ψ) and a distance 1/r2|K(ψ)| from the origin.
As r varies for fixed ψ this gives us a family of parallel planes, while as ψ varies
the K(ψ) describes a circle in the plane a11 + a22 = 1. Our diffraction data is
thus a two parameter family if plane integrals and is insufficient to determine
a general density in the three dimensional (a11, a12, a22) space. If the set of
possible densities were sufficiently restricted it may well be possible to recover
it from integrals over a two parameter family of curves. We could assume that
it is concentrated on a (possibly self intersecting) curve as in our case it is
parameterized by s, but as this curve is unknown this is of no obvious help. See
Fig 4.

The case in which a11 + a22 = 2t for t a known constant has a unique
solution as our planes intersect this plane in all possible lines, in fact this is
exactly the two dimensional Radon transform in the variables (s, a12) where s =
(a11−a22)/2. However the determination of the distribution of the perpendicular
strain along a ray from one diffraction pattern (for one energy of x-ray) is clearly
too ambitious in general. Indeed, even in special cases where it is possible it only
gives the information on which plane strains tensors arise and how frequently,
not where they are on the line.

Instead we set a more modest aim: to determine the centre of mass in of the
distribution in (a11, a12, a22) space. This we can do from only three choices of
direction K(ψ) as we will show.

6 Average strain from moments

Korsunsky [8] assumes that the average strain along a ray in a given direction
normal to the ray is proportional the deflection of the diffraction pattern and
the intuition behind this is sound, but as the diffraction pattern is an average
of elliptical Debye-Scherrer rings and each of those rings is itself blurred it is
not clear what average value for deflection should be taken. In this section we
show that a certain moment of the diffraction pattern in the required direction
is the correct choice.

We have in general

I ′(y) =

∫
{A:yTAy=1}

g(A)
√

2da11da22da12. (23)

We have used the measure dA =
√

2da11da22da12 as it is the measure associated
with the Fröbenius norm on S2R2 and hence invariant under the action of SO(2).

Without loss of generality we now take y = y1e1 so that a11 = 1/y2
1 and (23)
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becomes

I ′(y1e1) =

∫
{A:a11=1/y21}

g(A)
√

2da11da22da12 (24)

=
√

2

∫
g(

(
1/y2

1 a12

a12 a22

)
) da22da12 (25)

We now define the moment of I ′ in the direction of any y as

M(y) =

∞∫
r=0

rI ′(r−1/2y) dr. (26)

as the substitution y1 = r−1/2 in (24) gives a11 = r.

M(e1) =

∞∫
r=0

r

∫
g(

(
r a12

a12 a22

)
) da22da12 dr =

∫ ∫ ∫
a11g(A) da22da12 da11,

(27)
noting that as A is positive definite a11 > 0. Applying a rotation of coordinates
we see that for a general unit vector y

M(y) =

∫
yTAy g(A) dA (28)

in particular (27) applies with 2 in place of 1.
The defining property of the density g guarantees

∞∫
−∞

aij(s)ds =

∫
S2R2

aijg(A)dA (29)

so we have from these three moment calculations along radial directions of the
diffraction pattern the transverse ray transform Jε(x, ξ).

7 Measurement and reconstruction

For the transverse ray transform J a simple explicit reconstruction method is
suggested by [18]. Let ζ be any unit vector and consider any ξ ∈ ζ⊥. We then
have

ζ · Jε(x, ξ)ζ =

∞∫
−∞

ζTPξ (ε(x+ sξ)) ζ ds =

∞∫
−∞

ζT ε(x, ξ)ζ ds (30)

as the projection leaves ζ unchanged. We note this is exactly the two dimen-
sional Radon transform of the scalar ζT εζ in the plane through x normal to ζ.
Taking ζ as each of the unit basis vectors ei in turn we can recover the diagonal
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terms εii = eTi εei by Radon transform inversion plane by plane. Experimen-
tally we would achieve this by rotating the object half a turn about each the
coordinate axes. To obtain the off diagonal terms (again a special case of the
polarization identity(5) note that the choice ζ = (e1 + e2)/

√
2 gives

ζT εζ = (1/2)ε11 + (1/2)ε22 + ε12 (31)

hence we obtain the off diagonal term ε12 by a further rotation about this tilted
axis, and the other off diagonal terms are obtained similarly. In general any
six vectors ζi chosen according to the criterion in Section 3 will yield sufficient
data. We now have

Theorem 7.1. 1. For any plane π normal to a unit vector ζ the components
of ζT εζ|π can be obtained as the inverse Radon transform of the moment
data M(ζ) for the diffraction patterns for the rays in π.

2. Given six unit vectors ξi that do not all lie on the same projective conic,
the moment data M(ζ) for all the rays x + tξ with ξ ∈ ζ⊥ and with non
empty intersection with D determine ζTi εζi and hence six linear equations
for known ζTi εζi can be solved to give ε everywhere in D.

While this method gives a proof sufficiency of data, one suspects that a
reconstruction would be possible with less than six rotation axes. Indeed for
each ray the above algorithm uses a moment of the diffraction pattern only in
the direction of the rotation, a single measurement of a one-dimensional section
of the diffraction pattern. It would be desirable for practical purposes to have
an explicit reconstruction algorithm that uses rotation about fewer axes, but
makes better use of the data for each ray. We do not currently have such an
algorithm, but of course one could take a brute force approach by solving a very
large sparse system by an iterative method from numerical linear algebra. At
the other extreme, in the next section, we give a reconstruction formula using
data from all rays.

8 Inversion of the transverse ray transform with
complete data

For the scalar x-ray transform there is an explicit inversion formula [11] for data
for all rays passing through the support of the the function to be recovered. This
formula is a generalization of the filtered back projection formula for the two
dimensional case, and it has several uses even though it is not usually practical
to measure over a set of rays forming a reasonably uniform sample of all the
four dimensional space of possible rays. For example if one can measure an
open set in the space of rays, by tilting a sample about two axes in a parallel
beam with a planar detector, one can show that the inverse ray transform has
a unique solution using the Paley-Weiner theorem and analytic continuation.
Of course this reconstruction is unstable in any Sobolev spaces [7] but it can
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be analysed using microlocal methods to understand the artefacts that result
from such a truncated data reconstruction. In anticipation that similar limited
data may be available for x-ray diffraction we derive an explicit filtered back
projection inversion formula for the Transverse Ray Transform, following closely
the method used in [18] for the Truncated Transverse Ray transform. This
section and the one that follows uses several concepts from the general theory
in that book and is not needed for the understanding of the simple reconstruction
procedure detailed in the previous section.

First some essential notation. We will denote by B : C∞(R3 ×R3
0;S2R3)→

C∞0 (R3;S2R3) the backprojection operator

Bφ (x) =
1

4π

∫
Ω

φ(x, ξ) dω(ξ) (32)

where Ω is the unit sphere and ω its standard measure. On C∞0 (R3;SkR3), the
space of smooth symmetric rank k tensors fields we denote by δ : C∞0 (R3;SkR3)→
C∞0 (R3;Sk−1R3) the generalization of divergence

(δf)i1...ik−1
=

∂

∂xj
fi1...ik−1j (33)

(we use the convention of summation over repeated indices) and the negative of
its formal adjoint, the symmetric derivative d : C∞0 (R3;SkR3)→ C∞0 (R3;Sk+1R3)

(df)i1...ik+1
= σ

(
∂

∂xik+1

fi1...ik

)
(34)

where σ is the symmetrization operator on tensors. We will denote by ∆ the
Laplacian taken on components. The inverse ∆−1 is defined by convolution
with the fundamental solution. The trace of a rank 2 tensor field f is denoted
by Trf = fii.

We are now ready to state explicit inversion formulae using complete data
for the transverse ray transform

Theorem 8.1. Let f ∈ C∞0 (S2) be a symmetric tensor field then

f =
4

π

(
4I− ITr + 4∆−1dδ −∆−1d2Tr−∆−1Iδ2

)
(−∆)1/2BJf (35)

9 Proof of Theorem 8.1

We begin with some formulae for the Fourier transforms of terms that arise in
the operators BJ which are simplifications of those given in [18, Sec 2.11] for
the specific cases we need. For m = 0, 1, or 2 define Φm : C∞0 (R3;SmR3) →
C∞0 (R3;SmR3) by

(Φmf)i1,im =
1

4π

∫
Ω

ξi1ξim

∞∫
−∞

fj1jm(x+ ξt)ξj1ξjm dt dω(ξ) (36)
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Using symmetry in t and the substition x′ = x+ tξ we obtain

(Φmf)i1,im =
1

2π

∫
Ω

ξi1ξim

∞∫
0

fj1jm(x+ ξt)ξj1ξjm dt dω(ξ) (37)

=
1

2π

∫
Ω

∫ ∞
0

(x′ − x)i1(x′ − x)im
|x′ − x|m

fj1jm(x′)
(x′ − x)j1(x′ − x)jm
|x′ − x|m+2

t2 dt dω(ξ)(38)

=
1

2π
fj1jm ∗

xi1ximxj1xjm
|x|2m+2

. (39)

For m = 0 this is just the classical result giving the inverse of the scalar ray
transform in three dimensions: f = (−∆)1/2BXf . For example in [11] Equation
(2.2) on p19 with α = 1, indeed we have immediately

Φ̂0f(y) = f̂(y)
π

|y|
(40)

and using Eq (2.11.6) of [18] we have also for f a vector field

Φ̂1f(y) = Πy f̂(y)
π

2|y|
. (41)

For m = 2 we need the linear operator

Π̃y(f) =
2

3
Πyf(y)Πy +

1

3
Tr(Πyf)Πy (42)

which is σ(Πy ⊗Πy) contracted with f over two indices. To see this notice that
in components this is a sum of terms of the form Πiπ(1)iπ(2)

Πiπ(3)iπ(4)
fi1i2 over

all permutations π of four symbols. Of the 24 permutations 16 give indecies i1
and i2 on separate factors Π whereas 8 result in i1 and i2 on the same factor.
In [18] Π̃y(f) is denoted by ε2(y)/f . We have then

Φ̂2f(y) = Π̃y(f̂(y))
3π

8|y|
. (43)

To apply these results to the transverse ray transform first we expand Eq 3 as

Pξf = f − ξξT f + fξξT

|ξ|2
+

(ξT fξ)ξξT

|ξ|4
. (44)

Now we write
BJf = G1f +G2f +G3f (45)

corresponding to the three terms in Eq 44. We notice G1 is simply BX and
hence

G1f =
1

2π
f ∗ |x|−2 (46)
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and the third term is exactly Φ2f so

(G3f)ij =
1

2π
fkl ∗

xixjxkxl
|x|6

. (47)

For the second term one must look again at Eq 37 for m = 1, but applied to
fipξp. We find

(G2f)ij =
1

2π

(
fik ∗

xjxk
|x|4

.+ fjk ∗
xixk
|x|4

)
(48)

Taking the Fourier transforms of these expressions gives us the following
lemma:

Lemma 9.1. Let g = (2/π)BJf then

|y|ĝ = f̂ − 1

2

(
Πy f̂ + f̂Πy

)
+

3

8
Π̃y(f̂). (49)

We now wish to invert these expressions to obtain Thm 8.1. First we write
z = y/|y| and use Πy = I− zzT and

Π̃yf =
2

3
f+

1

3
Trf I− 2

3
(zzT f+fzzT )+(zT fz)zzT− 1

3
TrfzzT− 1

3
(zT fz)I. (50)

Substitution of (50) in (49) gives

|y|ĝ =
1

4
f̂+

1

4
(zzT f̂+f̂ zzT )+

3

8
(zT f̂ z)zzT +

1

8
ITrf̂− 1

8
zzTTrf̂− 1

8
zT f̂ zI. (51)

We now verify by direct substitution that

f̂ =
1

|y|
(
4ĝ − 2(zzT ĝ + ĝzzT )− ITrĝ − zzTTrĝ + (zT ĝz)I

)
(52)

Thm 8.1 now follows from the definitions of d and δ. Such calculations are
simplified by the observation that the algebra generated by the five terms in the
brackets in (35) is finite dimensional over the field generated by δ. This means
for elements that are units one has to find only five coefficients to compute an
inverse.

We note that the pseudo differential operator in Thm 8.1 is elliptic as it
has an explicit (left and right) inverse for all y 6= 0. This means that micro-
local methods, such as Lambda Tomography, may be used to recover some of
the singular support of a non-smooth ε from limited data in a straightforward
extension of the method used for the scalar x-ray transform [13]. Indeed the
operator (−∆)1/2B is simply the inverse of the scalar x-ray transform applied
to each component. This means that any limited data inversion method for the
x-ray transform, for example methods for lines passing through a curve external
to the support, yields a reconstruction algorithm for J .
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10 Insufficiency in Bragg edge tomography

In the approach we have described so far for each ray the data observed is the
diffraction pattern. Another approach, suggested for neutron strain tomography,
is apply polychromatic beam containing an interval of wavelengths λ at known
intensities and use a single detector for that ray that can resolve the spectrum
– the energy transmitted at each frequency. The decrease in the transmitted
energy is due to the diffraction of the neutrons. For a fixed ray, wavelength,
order and crystallographic plane some neutrons will be scattered when there
is a θ in (−π, π) such that 2d′ sin θ = nλ given that there is a sufficient range
of distorted distances d′. What is observed [17] is that the transmitted energy
against λ curve has a discontinuity, a sudden increase, as theta approaches
π/2, so the neutrons are ‘back scattered’, and no further diffraction happens
from that plane and order. This discontinuity is termed the Bragg edge. The
treatment in the literature [17, 15, 16, 19, 2] is quite heuristic and the various
curve fitting procedures to quantify the mean of (d′−d)/d along the line x+ tξ.
However for our purposes what matters is that the measurements give only

∞∫
−∞

ξT ε(x+ sξ)ξds = Iε(x, ξ). (53)

An important distinction between J and I is that even for complete data I has
a null space consisting of f such that f = dh for some smooth vector field h.
We will need to treat the case where f is zero outside D so has a discontinuity
on ∂D so we will give an explicit argument. In particular we note that in the
interior ε = (1/2)dU . For simplicity take ξ = e3 and assume D is convex

∞∫
−∞

eT3 ε(x+ se3)e3ds =

∞∫
−∞

ε3(x+ se3)ds (54)

=

∞∫
−∞

∂U3/∂x3dx3 (55)

= U3(x+
3 )− U3(x−3 ) (56)

where x+
3 and x−3 are the x3 coordinates of the intersection of the ray with ∂D.

We see that such a technique is only sensitive to the overall change in thickness
of the sample along the ray and not the distribution of strains. The restriction
to a convex body is of course unnecessary, we would simply get the sum of the
thickness change in each component of the intersection of the ray with D. In the
case of a void within an object with known boundary this may well be useful as
the displacement of the void could be be measured more accurately using Bragg
edge than conventional tomographic methods.
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11 Conclusions

In conclusion we see that it is indeed possible to obtain the component of the
strain normal to a plane from observing the diffraction due to a narrow beams in
that plane. We recommend that rather than using a curve fitting procedure the
appropriate radial moment of the diffraction profile is used. If six well chosen
rotation axes are used and for each axis such diffraction measurements are made
for a set of lines in the plane, then all six components of the strain can be
reconstructed at points on the intersection six of these planes. To reconstruct the
stress throughout the sample this way requires a time consuming measurement
process. It remains to be seen if there are explicit reconstruction procedures
using more of the diffraction data for fewer rotation axes. Certainly it would be
possible to construct a system of sparse linear equations for a discretization of
the problem and attempt a solution using standard iterative algorithms.

We have also shown, contrary to previous assertions, it is not possible to
simply reconstruct the internal strain distribution within a body from Bragg
edge measurements without some form of extra information because it just gives
the average fractional change in dimension (strain) along the ray path.
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